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Abstract: Satellite gravity data from the Gravity Recovery and Climate Experiment (GRACE) provides
a quantitative measure of terrestrial water storage (TWS) change at different temporal and spatial
scales. In this study, we investigate the ability of GRACE to quantitatively monitor long-term
hydrological characteristics over the Lake Volta region. Principal component analysis (PCA) is
employed to study temporal and spatial variability of long-term TWS changes. Long-term Lake Volta
water storage change appears to be the dominant long-term TWS change signal in the Volta basin.
GRACE-derived TWS changes and precipitation variations compiled by the Global Precipitation
Climatology Centre (GPCC) are related both temporally and spatially, but spatial leakage attenuates
the magnitude of GRACE estimates, especially at small regional scales. Using constrained forward
modeling, we successfully remove leakage error in GRACE estimates. After this leakage correction,
GRACE-derived Lake Volta water storage changes agree remarkably well with independent estimates
from satellite altimetry at interannual and longer time scales. This demonstrates the value of GRACE
estimates to monitor and quantify water storage changes in lakes, especially in relatively small
regions with complicated topography.
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1. Introduction

Terrestrial water storage (TWS) plays a key role in global and regional water cycle, and represents
the sum of all water stored above and below Earth’s surface, including water in lakes, rivers, man-made
reservoirs, wetlands, soil and groundwater reservoirs. TWS is continually exchanged with the
atmosphere and oceans through vertical and horizontal fluxes (precipitation, evapotranspiration,
surface runoff and underground discharge) [1]. Lake storage is an important TWS component,
providing moisture to the atmosphere through evaporation, serving as a climate modulator by
absorbing and releasing heat [2], and providing water for agricultural irrigation, domestic and
industrial consumption, and hydropower generation. Lake Volta (see Figure 1) is the world’s largest
man-made lake with a surface area of ~8500 km2, formed by the construction of the Akosombo Dam
in 1965. Located completely within Ghana, Lake Volta collects discharge from the numerous rain-fed
tributaries within the Volta River basin (VRB), supplies hydroelectric power to Ghana and neighboring
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countries, and is a source of water for irrigation within the basin. However, the water storage in this
lake is highly vulnerable to the spatial and temporal variability of rainfall and climate over the VRB.

The VRB extends over at least four climatic regions, from lowland rainforest in the south, to
the Sahel-Sudan desert in the north [3]. Climatic patterns in the basin are strongly influenced by the
movement of the Inter-Tropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ), which generates unimodal and bimodal
rainy seasons [3,4]. The north has only one wet season, peaking in September. In the south, there
are two rainy seasons with peaks in June–July and September–October. The harmattan climate
period (typically from December to February), is characterized by a dry and dusty northeasterly
trade wind originating in the Sahara. In January or early February, Lake Volta lies entirely within
harmattan-affected areas, with dry, warm days and cool nights [5]. The moist monsoon from June to
September and the cold harmattan winds in the dry season cause large seasonal fluctuations of water
storage (or water level) in Lake Volta. In addition, the difference in seasonal minimum and maximum
levels per year is relatively large, varying between 1.5 m in 1972 and 7.8 m in 1989 [5]. Extremely low
water level could greatly reduce the generation of hydroelectric power by the dam, and also influence
the agriculture in the VRB. Therefore, accurate quantification of long-term water storage changes in
Lake Volta (and also in the Volta basin in general) is important for water resources management and
agriculture development of VRB.
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Accurate estimation of lake water storage variation has been difficult due to lack of adequate
in situ measurements on large regional scales. Traditionally, lake water level has been monitored
by in situ hydrographic stations, but such data can be intermittently available, or completely
inaccessible due to economic or political conditions. As a result, satellite altimetry has become a
widely used tool for monitoring water level changes in large lakes, with improved data accuracy
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and calibration algorithms [6]. However, quantification of lake storage change relies on not only
accurate measurements of lake levels change, but also good knowledge of the surrounding topography
and bathymetry, which are often poorly known. Satellite altimetry and imagery could be used
to compute the lake volume variations, but large uncertainty is expected in the small lakes with
complicated topography.

Since its launch in March 2002, the Gravity Recovery and Climate Experiment (GRACE)
mission [7] has provided global measurements of monthly gravity change, which can be used to
estimate TWS change, including the lake storage component. With improved background geophysical
models and data processing techniques [8], GRACE RL05 gravity fields show significantly improved
quality and spatial resolution. These improvements, plus the extended record of the GRACE time
series (over 15 years), have enabled applications to a much wider range of problems, extending to
interannual and longer-term time scales.

GRACE estimates have been used to study long-term TWS changes at both global and regional
scales [9–14]. For example, Humphrey et al. [12] investigated the relative importance of linear trend and
nonlinear interannual variability in long-term TWS changes throughout the world. Awange et al. [9]
found out that a catchment area of 4 × 4◦ including Lake Naivasha in East Africa lost water at a rate of
~1.4 cm/year for the period of 2002–2010. Ahmed et al. [11] and Moore and Williams [13] found that
large sectors of Africa are undergoing significant TWS variations (+44 mm/year to −15 mm/year) due
to natural and anthropogenic causes.

Recently, a few studies (e.g., [11,15]) have noted evidence of increasing TWS over the VRB,
especially around Lake Volta. Ahmed et al. [11] and Moore and Williams [13] have attributed this to the
impoundment of water by Akosombo Dam. Ndehedehe et al. [16] examined space-time characteristics
of droughts over the VRB using GRACE data and multiple drought indices. In addition, studies of VRB
water balance have been undertaken using a variety of models and data (e.g., [17–19]). These studies
mainly focus on TWS changes in the VRB, but potential of GRACE gravity measurements to monitor
and quantify long-term water storage changes in Lake Volta has not been specifically discussed.

In this study, we investigate long-term TWS variability in the VRB, with a focus on Lake Volta,
using GRACE RL05 solutions and satellite altimetry lake level measurements. We use principal
component analysis (PCA) method [20] to analyze space-time patterns of TWS changes with a focus
on understanding long-term variability. We examine the possible connections between GRACE TWS
estimates and precipitation variations from the Global Precipitation Climatology Centre (GPCC).
The size of Lake Volta is well below the typical spatial resolutions (~300 km or ~100,000 km2 in area)
of GRACE gravity solutions, making it nearly impossible to use regular GRACE solutions to quantify
the water storage change of Lake Volta. To overcome the limitation, we apply the constrained forward
modeling method [21,22] to remove GRACE leakage error, and restore the true magnitude of the
signal. After this leakage correction, the magnitude of the signal is in good agreement with satellite
altimetry observations.

2. Data Processing

2.1. GRACE Data

We use GRACE RL05 monthly gravity fields from the Center for Space Research (CSR), University
of Texas at Austin, in the form of fully normalized spherical harmonics (SH) Stokes coefficients up to
degree and order 60 [8]. GRACE C20 coefficients have been replaced by satellite laser ranging (SLR)
solutions provided by Cheng and Tapley [23]. Degree-1 terms (representing geocenter motion) are
absent in GRACE gravity solutions, and reliable long-term geocenter variations derived from geodetic
observations are not available at present [24]. Here we neglect the effects of degree-1 terms on small
regional TWS estimates. Atmospheric, oceanic and tidal effects have been removed using numerical
models during GRACE data processing [8]. Therefore, GRACE estimates of mass variations over land
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primarily reflect changes in TWS (including snow/ice), plus other unmodeled signals such as those
related to postglacial rebound (PGR) or tectonics.

The 149 approximately monthly gravity solutions cover the period from April 2002 to December
2015 (with a few missing months). For each monthly solution, a long-term mean over the 14-year
period has been removed from the monthly SH coefficients. GRACE SH coefficients are contaminated
by both systematic and random errors, including longitudinal stripes associated with the GRACE
polar orbit, aliases of tide model errors, and some other errors [25]. We use the decorrelation filter
P4M6 [26,27] to suppress longitudinal stripe noise, and 300 km Gaussian smoothing [28] to further
suppress residual errors in high degree SH coefficients.

Based on the equations of Wahr et al. [29] we compute monthly mass change fields (in the form of
equivalent water height) on global 1 × 1◦ grids, using the filtered SH coefficients. GRACE TWS change
time series of the VRB are then calculated from the monthly mass fields using a 1 × 1◦ basin mask.
Considering the small area of Lake Volta, we compute mass change fields over the lake region on a
0.1 × 0.1◦ grid, and then obtain the Lake Volta mass change time series using a 0.1 × 0.1◦ lake mask.
The major challenge in estimating TWS changes with GRACE gravity solutions is spatial leakage
error introduced by both the limited range of SH coefficients (degree and order 60) and the applied
Gaussian smoothing [22]. Therefore, we employ a forward modeling method to remove the leakage
error, and compare the resulting GRACE Lake Volta water storage changes with the satellite altimetry
observations, as discussed in details in Section 3.

2.2. Satellite Altimetry

Since the beginning of the 1990s, satellite radar altimetry has become a successful technique for
monitoring height variations of continental surface water. The surface water level is measured within a
terrestrial reference frame with repeatability varying from 10 to 35 days (depending on the orbit cycle
of the satellite). Using multi-satellite observations, the LEGOS (Laboratoire d’Etudes en Géophysique
et Océanographie Spatiale) has developed a web database (Hydroweb: http://hydroweb.theia-land.fr)
containing time series of water levels for large rivers, lakes and wetlands on a global scale [30]. In this
study, the water levels of Lake Volta are based on the merged Topex/Poseidon, Jason-2, and Envisat
observations. The surface of reference is GGM02C, a high resolution global gravity model developed
to degree and order 200 [31]. All classical corrections (polar and solid Earth tides, ionospheric and
tropospheric delay, and altimeter biases) have been applied to these altimetry data.

2.3. Precipitation Data

GPCC was established in 1989 at the Deutscher Wetterdienst (DWD, German Weather Service)
on request of the World Meteorological Organization (WMO) as the in situ component of the Global
Precipitation Climatology Project (GPCP) [32,33]. GPCC provides gridded precipitation products
(http://gpcc.dwd.de) at various temporal and spatial resolutions by analyzing the database from up
to 67,000 gauge stations around the world. Here we use Monitoring Product Version 5.0 with spatial
resolution of 1 × 1◦ from April 2002 to December 2015. Neither a decorrelation filter nor Gaussian
smoothing is applied to the GPCC dataset.

3. Results

3.1. Water Storage Changes from GRACE

Figure 2 shows TWS changes from GRACE over the VRB. The peak-to-peak GRACE TWS
variations are up to ~30 cm. Maximum TWS change tends to occur in September and the minimum in
April. GRACE TWS estimates indicate a mass increase from 2007 to 2010 and a decline from 2011 to
2015. The declining amplitude of the TWS changes in 2011 may be partly attributed to the opening of
spillways in the Akosombo dam, due to heavy rainfall caused by a La Niña event in 2010 [34].

http://hydroweb.theia-land.fr
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Each PCA mode is a combination of temporal and spatial patterns, which should be interpreted 
together (i.e., the dimensionless temporal evolution should be multiplied by the corresponding 
spatial pattern in order to obtain the actual values). The percentages of the total variance explained 
by the first two principal components are 30.9% and 20.7%, respectively. In the first PCA mode, the 
largest long-term TWS changes are found over Lake Volta, while in the northern VRB, changes are 
relatively small. A large proportion of long-term TWS changes over the VRB could be attributed to 
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Figure 2. Total water storage changes from the Gravity Recovery and Climate Experiment (GRACE)
over the Volta River basin as outlined in Figure 1.

We use least squares to estimate annual and semi-annual terms, and subtract these to obtain
non-seasonal TWS changes in the VRB. Spatial and temporal patterns of long-term (i.e., interannual
and longer period) TWS changes are evaluated using a PCA method to identify significant modes of
variability in GRACE TWS changes in the VRB. Figure 3 shows patterns of the first two modes. Each
PCA mode is a combination of temporal and spatial patterns, which should be interpreted together
(i.e., the dimensionless temporal evolution should be multiplied by the corresponding spatial pattern
in order to obtain the actual values). The percentages of the total variance explained by the first two
principal components are 30.9% and 20.7%, respectively. In the first PCA mode, the largest long-term
TWS changes are found over Lake Volta, while in the northern VRB, changes are relatively small.
A large proportion of long-term TWS changes over the VRB could be attributed to water storage
variations within Lake Volta. In addition, the spatial pattern of long-term TWS changes over the VRB
is consistent with its climatic pattern (rainforest in the south and Sahel-Sudan in the north). In the
second PCA mode, there is no significant long-term change in the temporal pattern (Figure 3d), only
some irregular fluctuations near zero.
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Figure 3. Principal component analysis (PCA)-derived spatial and temporal patterns of terrestrial water
storage (TWS) variability (with annual and semiannual signals removed) over the Volta River basin.
(a,b) are spatial patterns of the first two modes derived from PCA; (c,d) are corresponding temporal
patterns. The percentages of the total variance explained by the first two principal components are
30.9% and 20.7%, respectively.
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Figure 4 shows GRACE water storage changes and satellite altimetry water level changes for Lake
Volta. The extreme drought years of 2006/2007 and 2015 in the VRB are apparent in the GRACE results
(Figures 3c and 4a). We find significant increasing (~4.5 cm/year) and declining (~−3.4 cm/year)
trends in Lake Volta storage change during the periods of 2007–2010 and 2011–2015. The linear rates
(~2.30 m/year and ~−2.24 m/year) of water level change from satellite altimetry are much larger than
GRACE results (Figure 4). However, GRACE estimates represent the sum of changes in all reservoirs,
including surface water, soil moisture and groundwater, and are subject to significant attenuation effect
due to leakage error [22]. Lake storage change is only part of the total TWS variations. Despite large
difference in magnitude, in Figure 4c, the overall trends of long-term signals from GRACE and satellite
altimetry are generally in agreement (correlation coefficient is ~0.89), showing that GRACE is sensitive
to Lake Volta storage change, and indicating that GRACE should be useful for monitoring long-term
TWS variations at relatively small regional scales, as exemplified by Lake Volta, if attenuation effect or
leakage error can be removed.
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Figure 4. GRACE water storage changes and satellite altimetry water level changes for Lake Volta. Both
time series in (a,b) have an increasing (2007–2010) and declining (2011–2015) rate; (c) is the comparison
between GRACE and satellite altimetry at long-term time scale. We have removed the annual and
semi-annual signals using least squares fitting. Please notice the different y-axis scales used in (c).
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3.2. Connection with Precipitation

In a basin-scale region, TWS changes (∆TWS) over a time period (∆t) reflect the balance of
precipitation (P), evapotranspiration (E) and runoff (inflow Rin and outflow Rout) as,

∆TWS
∆t

= P − E + Rin − Rout (1)

If the sum of these fluxes (P, E, Rin and Rout) contains a constant signal of the form β, it would
translate into a linear signal in water storage (c is a constant):

TWSlinear = βt + c (2)

Conversely, a linear trend in water storage implies a constant signal in the combination of the
four hydrological fluxes.

Figure 5 shows GPCC monthly precipitation over the VRB after removing the climatologic average.
The red curve represents the long-term precipitation anomaly smoothed with a Butterworth low-pass
(below 0.5 cpy) filter. Precipitation anomaly trends for the periods of 2002–2004, 2005–2007, 2007–2010
and 2011–2015 are positive, negative, positive and negative, respectively, and are evident in increasing
and declining TWS variations in Figures 3c and 4, as predicted by Equation (2) in the presence of
alternately wet and dry conditions over the VRB. Two La Niña events during the periods of 2007–2008
and 2010–2011 might lead to the large precipitation anomalies and extreme wet conditions in 2007 and
2010 over the basin. Therefore, the temporal evolutions of precipitation anomalies could suggest the
possible influence of El Niño Southern Oscillation (ENSO) on the wet/dry conditions of Volta basin.
However, ENSO is not the only climate factor influencing the precipitation anomalies. Other large-scale
ocean-atmosphere oscillations such as Indian Ocean dipole (IOD) and Pacific Decadal Oscillation
(PDO) might also be connected with the temporal evolutions of precipitation in this basin [16].
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Figure 5. Global Precipitation Climatology Centre (GPCC) monthly precipitation over the Volta
River basin with the climatologic average removed. The climatological precipitation is calculated by
averaging the monthly precipitation of all the same months over a certain period (e.g., the 20-year
period from January 1996 to December 2015). The red line is the nonseasonal precipitation anomaly
smoothed with a Butterworth low-pass (below 0.5 cpy) filter.

To further investigate possible connections between TWS changes and precipitation, we compare
long-term TWS change rates and mean precipitation anomalies over the VRB during the periods of
2007–2010 (Figure 6a,b) and 2011–2015 (Figure 6c,d). Rainfall varies greatly across the entire basin,
and spatial patterns of GPCC precipitation anomalies and GRACE TWS change rates generally agree
well. The correlation coefficients between precipitation anomalies and TWS change rates for periods
2007–2010 and 2011–2015 are ~0.82 and ~0.83, respectively. Precipitation in the lower VRB shows
positive/negative anomalies for 2007–2010/2011–2015, consistent with increasing/declining TWS
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changes around Lake Volta. This indicates that positive/negative rates of TWS change are due to
above/below-normal precipitation variations.Remote Sens. 2017, 9, 842  8 of 16 
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Figure 6. GRACE TWS long-term change rates and GPCC mean precipitation anomalies over the
Volta River basin during the periods of 2007–2010 and 2011–2015. (a) is TWS long-term change rates
from 2007 to 2010 after P4M6 decorrelation filtering and 300 km Gaussian smoothing; (b) is mean
precipitation anomalies from 2007 to 2010 without any smoothing filter; (c) is TWS long-term change
rates from 2011 to 2015 after P4M6 decorrelation filtering and 300 km Gaussian smoothing; (d) is mean
precipitation anomalies from 2011 to 2015 without any smoothing filter. Mean precipitation anomalies
are the average values of precipitation with a certain period (e.g., 20 years) climatology removed.

3.3. Reducing Leakage Errors in GRACE Estimates

GRACE TWS estimates (Figures 7a and 8a) are subject to spatial leakage error introduced by both
a limited range of SH coefficients (degree and order 60) and 300 km Gaussian smoothing. Leakage
effect is associated with both limited spatial resolution and attenuated signal amplitudes (e.g., [35,36]).
Forward modeling has been shown to be an effective tool to remove or reduce GRACE leakage
error [22]. Here we assume that GRACE long-term mass rates over the Lake Volta region are mainly
due to Lake Volta storage changes, and that surrounding regions make a minor contribution. With this
assumption, we use constrained forward modeling to find a mass rate that is spatially concentrated
within Lake Volta. This is a brief description of the procedure (following Chen et al. [22]):

(1) At each grid point of 0.1 × 0.1◦ over Lake Volta (the red/blue shaded region in Figures 7b and
8b), the initial modeled mass rate is assigned to zero.

(2) We compute the predicted mass rate at each grid point, by representing the 0.1 × 0.1◦ mass
model into fully normalized SH coefficients up to degree and order 60. Then 300 km Gaussian
smoothing is applied and the result is compared with GRACE apparent rate.
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(3) At each grid point, the average difference between GRACE apparent rate (Figures 7a and 8a) and
predicted mass rate (Figures 7c and 8c) over Lake Volta is added to the model rate.

(4) After adjusting the model, steps 2–3 are repeated until the residual difference between GRACE
apparent rate and predicted mass rate falls below a specified tolerance, or a certain number of
iterations is exceeded.

Forward modeling is applied to GRACE rates for the separate periods 2007–2010 and 2011–2015.
TWS rates estimated by constrained forward modeling are shown in Figures 7b and 8b, respectively.
These are mass variations that yield predicted data (Figures 7c and 8c) that agree well with the
GRACE observations (Figures 7a and 8a) in both cases. Before the leakage correction, the increasing
and declining TWS rate over Lake Volta is ~4.5 cm/year and ~−3.4 cm/year, for the two periods,
respectively. While after forward modeling, the GRACE rate is ~185.8 cm/year and ~−140.4 cm/year,
respectively, both about 41.3 times of the GRACE observed mass rates prior to leakage correction.
The good agreement of signal magnitudes and spatial patterns in Figure 7a,c (or Figure 8a,c) indicates
that long-term mass changes around the Lake Volta region are indeed dominantly caused by Lake
Volta water storage change. The differences between observed and predicted mass rates over Lake
Volta are below 0.5 cm/year (Figures 7d and 8d), far less than 1% of forward modeled true mass
rates (~185.8 cm/year and ~−140.4 cm/year for the two periods). Figures 9 and 10 show evolutions
of root mean square (RMS) differences between GRACE apparent rates and predicted mass rates
as a function of numbers of iterations. In both cases, RMS differences decrease monotonically, and
eventually converge to a minimum.
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Figure 7. Mass rates (January 2007–December 2010) in cm/year of equivalent water height.
(a) Apparent long-term TWS change rates from GRACE after P4M6 decorrelation filtering and 300 km
Gaussian smoothing; (b) Restored “true” long-term TWS change rates from constrained forward
modeling after 300 iterations; (c) Predicted TWS change rates from model rates of (b); (d) Difference
between observed and modeled apparent mass rates (i.e., (a–c)). Please notice the different color scale
used in the four panels.
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Figure 8. Mass rates (January 2011–December 2015) in cm/year of equivalent water height.
(a) Apparent long-term TWS change rates from GRACE after P4M6 decorrelation filtering and 300 km
Gaussian smoothing; (b) Restored “true” long-term TWS change rates from constrained forward
modeling after 200 iterations; (c) Predicted TWS change rates from model rates of (b); (d) Difference
between observed and modeled apparent mass rates (i.e., (a–c)). Please notice the different color scale
used in the four panels.Remote Sens. 2017, 9, 842  10 of 16 
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Figure 9. Residuals between observed and apparent mass rates in constrained forward modeling.
The residual is computed as the root mean square (RMS) value of difference between observed and
modeled data at each grid point over the entire rectangle region shown in Figure 7.
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Figure 10. Residuals between observed and apparent mass rates in Figure 8.

Using the forward model estimated scale factor (~41.3), we recalibrate the GRACE long-term
mass changes (in the form of equivalent water height) of Lake Volta, by multiplying scale factor to
the GRACE time series (red curve in Figure 4c). The scaled GRACE time series is then used to obtain
a GRACE estimate of Lake Volta volume changes (units of km3), by multiplying GRACE equivalent
water height by the area of the lake mask. The area of the constructed lake mask may be slightly
different from the true lake area, but this will not significantly affect GRACE-derived lake volume
change, as for small regional mass changes (as in Lake Volta), the forward modeled results are only
sensitive to the total mass change assigned to the region [22]. Figure 11 shows the comparisons of Lake
Volta water storage changes from GRACE estimates (red curve) and satellite altimetry measurements
(blue curve), and the correlation coefficient of this two curves is about ~0.89. The altimetry lake volume
change is the product of altimetry water level change (blue curve in Figure 4c) with estimated lake
area as discussed below in Section 3.4. It should be noted that the y-axis scale in Figure 11 is the same
for GRACE and satellite altimetry data.

In forward modeling experiments, the decorrelation filter P4M6 is used to suppress longitudinal
stripe noise, but this may also attenuate true signals with similar shapes. While Lake Volta is indeed
oriented mainly north-south, its small spatial scale suggests that signal attenuation may be small.
To confirm this, forward modeling has been applied without decorrelation filtering of the GRACE
data (only 300 km Gaussian smoothing was applied). The results are superimposed in Figure 11
(green curve) showing that the effect of decorrelation filter is relatively small at longer periods. The
correlation coefficient between restored GRACE estimates without decorrelation filtering and satellite
altimetry measurements is about ~0.83.

After leakage error has been removed via constrained forward modeling, both GRACE estimates
(with or without decorrelation filtering) agree quite well with satellite altimetry observations at
interannual and longer time scales, especially over the period 2002–2010. GRACE estimates without
decorrelation filtering show larger high frequency fluctuations, which is the expected temporal
behavior of longitudinal stripe noise. Considering the strong fluctuations in the long-term trends of
water level variations (maximum is above ~10 m) and the good agreement between restored GRACE
estimates and satellite altimetry observations, we could conclude that other hydrological reservoirs
(e.g., soil moisture and groundwater) might have very minimal effect on the long-term total storage
changes in Lake Volta. However, there remain notable long period differences between scaled GRACE
signals and altimetry observations over the period 2011–2015.
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Figure 11. GRACE water storage changes (equivalent water volume) with leakage correction and
satellite altimetry water volume changes for Lake Volta. The red curve can be obtained by multiplying
the red curve in Figure 4c with both scale factor (~41.3) and the area of lake mask. The blue curve is
the product of altimetry water level change (blue curve in Figure 4c) with estimated lake area. Please
notice that the y-axis scale in this figure is the same for GRACE and satellite altimetry data.

3.4. Estimation of Lake Area Change

While the area of Lake Volta is widely described as ~8500 km2 (e.g., [19,37]), the lake in fact
shrinks during the dry season and swells during the rainy season [38]. Vanderpuye [39] found a linear
relationship between the water level and surface area for Lake Volta. Therefore, based on the surface
area reported by Ghansah et al. [2], together with the water level derived from satellite altimetry
measurements, we obtain the following approximate area-height relationship:

S = 6.25 × 104h + 3875 (3)

where h is the height of water level above the surface of reference GGM02C (unit: km), and S is the
surface area (unit: km2). The volume of Lake Volta (V, unit: km3) is:

V =
∫ (

6.25 × 104h + 3875
)

dh = 3.125 × 104h2 + 3875h + Cv (4)

where Cv is a constant of lake volume with respect to the surface of reference. Therefore, using the
time series of water level derived from satellite altimetry, we obtain the corresponding altimetry-based
water volume changes (Figure 11).

4. Discussion

While lake level can be measured both by in situ observations and satellite altimetry, it is
challenging to estimate lake volume change, especially in regions with complicated topography
as in the case of Lake Volta (Figure 1), where large uncertainty is expected in estimates of lake area.
Previous studies (e.g., [38,39]) give substantially different areas (varying by over 50%) for Lake Volta
when using different methods. The particularly large magnitudes (over 10 m) of water level fluctuations
in Lake Volta make accurate quantification of water storage change more challenging.

GRACE satellite gravity measurements provide a complementary way to monitor water storage
changes in the lakes. In Figure 6, the positive/negative rates of GRACE TWS change are consistent with
GPCC precipitation anomalies over the same period. This is because positive precipitation anomaly is
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expected to lead to an above-normal inflow into the lake, and vice versa. Due to the large uncertainty
of long-term TWS change in hydrological models, in the present study we only rely on GRACE and
satellite altimetry data to estimate long-term water storage changes of Lake Volta.

However, GRACE TWS spatial variations are subject to leakage error and related amplitude
bias. This is a particular problem when studying Lake Volta storage changes due to its small spatial
scale. There is good agreement in temporal variability between GRACE and altimetry observations
(Figure 4c) for 2002–2015, but GRACE apparent rates are much smaller due to spatial leakage bias.
Forward modeling constrains the location of the mass change to Lake Volta, and provides values that
are much more consistent with altimetry at both interannual and long-term time scales, especially
for 2002–2010. This shows that GRACE data can be used to monitor changes in such small regions
with appropriate handling of the leakage problem, by finding solutions that agree with both GRACE
observations and known geography of storage changes. This could effectively improve the virtual
spatial resolution of GRACE data, and enable a wider range of applications for GRACE measurements.

The relatively large difference between leakage-corrected GRACE results and altimetry
measurements during the later years (2011–2015) may be due to a number of causes: (1) GRACE
monitors the sum of all storage changes, including surface water, soil moisture and groundwater,
while altimetry measures only lake storage change. In the present analysis, we did not attempt
to estimate the separate contribution of soil moisture, part of the GRACE signal, due to lack of
reliable estimates from hydrological models; (2) below-normal precipitation for 2011–2015 in the
VRB may have led to increased irrigation (causing a decline in lake water level), but GRACE lacks
spatial resolution to distinguish the horizontal water movement (i.e., from lake to surrounding lands),
leading to underestimation of Lake Volta volume change; (3) lake water volume can be affected by the
sediment coming from the surrounding river basin; (4) a possible additional problem is that GRACE
measurement quality has declined in the last few years, due to interruptions needed to preserve
spacecraft battery life.

The GRACE Follow-On (FO) mission is scheduled for launch in late 2017 or early 2018.
In combination, GRACE and GRACE-FO should provide a several decade record of global time-variable
gravity measurements that will contribute to understanding of global TWS changes at both several
hundred kilometer scales of its nominal resolution, and at smaller scales, where knowledge of source
geography can be used to constrain the solutions.

5. Conclusions

GRACE RL05 gravity solutions are used to estimate water storage changes over Lake Volta
(and surrounding regions) and to examine relationships with precipitation anomalies for the period
2002–2015. We apply the PCA method to identify and analyze long-term TWS spatial patterns and
related temporal behaviors. The results show large spatial variability in long-term TWS change in the
VRB, and a dominant proportion of long-term TWS change appears to be attributed to water storage
change in Lake Volta. After spatial filtering, GRACE measurements show an increasing (~4.5 cm/year)
and a declining (~−3.4 cm/year) TWS change rate over Lake Volta during 2007–2010 and 2011–2015,
respectively. These rates are consistent with GPCC precipitation anomalies over the same period.
GRACE-derived TWS changes and precipitation variations from GPCC are related both temporally
and spatially.

Using constrained forward modeling, we successfully remove leakage error in GRACE estimates.
The restored GRACE rate is ~185.8 cm/year and ~−140.4 cm/year, respectively, both about 41.3 times
of the GRACE observed mass rates prior to leakage correction. After this leakage correction,
GRACE-derived Lake Volta water storage changes agree remarkably well with independent estimates
from satellite altimetry at interannual and longer time scales (Figure 11). This demonstrates the value
of GRACE estimates to monitor and quantify water storage changes in lakes, especially in relatively
small regions with complicated topography.
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